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Navigating an autonomous vehicle through a circular ramp to join a multilane highway having high-density trafc is a very
challenging task. Occupant and vehicle safety are the major considerations while establishing merging scenarios. Tis article
proposes and experimentally implements safe and tactical navigational procedures for merging and leaving the highway scenario
using the rendezvous guidance (RG) technique and its modifed form. Test scenarios have been established for navigating AVs to
merge and leave the highway on amultilane highway with or without the presence of any other vehicle in the zone. In addition, the
navigation with enhanced performance of the modifed RG algorithm is also established and compared to the conventional RG
algorithm. Te results indicate that time is reduced considerably by using the modifed RG technique. Te experimental and
simulation results are compared, and their results are the same.

1. Introduction

Autonomous vehicles (AVs) control is one of the signifcant
artifcial intelligence-based applications in the trans-
portation industry. It artifcially mimics human driving skills
and establishes tactical autonomous drive control. Tere-
fore, AV becomes an important component of an intelligent
transportation system (ITS). ITS consists of an advanced
driver assistance system (ADAS), which controls and adjusts
speed to ensure a safe distance using adaptive cruise control
(ACC). Merging into a highway or leaving it is a component
of ITS. It can either be used as a driver assistance tool or as a
complete autonomous operation. Te operation of merging
and leaving the highway consists of three basic steps that are
adjusting speed, starting the merge, and leaving the driving
lane.Te operation becomes very difcult during high trafc
densities. It has been quoted that 4–10% of collisions are
recorded due to wrong tactical decisions [1]. Human
comfort, driver and vehicle safety, and collision-free driving
in the presence of obstacles, with continuously varying

speeds, can only be ensured when the algorithm is fully
aware of parameters that afect decision-making [2]. Te
concept of AVs is still new in the urban environments in
developing countries such as Pakistan, India, and others.
However, the adoption rate is increasing day-by-day. 1 out of
9 vehicles is an AV in developing countries, and in the least
developed countries, the ratio is even less than 1 out of 15
[3]. Terefore, it is necessary to investigate diferent factors
for the safe operation of AVs. Joining or leaving a highway or
convey are the complex operations of AVs, hence require
carefull handling.

Tis research work presents the solution to the joining
and leaving scenario of a vehicle joining the multilane
highway from the sideways through a circular ramp. Two
scenarios are presented (merging onto a highway and
leaving a highway). In both cases, further permutation in-
cludes the presence or absence of any other vehicle in the
work space. Tis research work experimentally implements
the above-mentioned scenarios as proofs of concept for RG
and its modifed form.
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Tis article consists of six sections. First, section covers
the introduction. Second, section of the article consists of a
literature review with an identifcation of the research gap.
Tird, portion explains the problem formulation and
mathematical modelling of the proposed technique. Fourth,
section covers simulation results and comparative analysis
between conventional and modifed RG techniques. Te
experimental setups along with results are discussed in
Section 5. Finally, the manuscript is concluded in the last
section.

2. Literature Review

Joining or leaving a highway from a ramp by an autonomous
vehicle is a part of the middle level decision-making loop,
which guides the autonomous vehicle in routine operations.
Te middle level operations include accident avoidance,
overtaking, joining or leaving a highway from a ramp,
adjusting speed according to road conditions/environment,
and many more. Te middle level or one may call it tactical
level, decision-making process for autonomous vehicles
(AVs) is still the topic in development. Te adoption of AVs
as a transportation source gives numerous benefts to the
society, such as less accidents, driver and vehicle safety,
efcient fow of trafc, better fuel economy, and less
manoeuvring time [4–7]. Manoeuvring efciency is one of
the key factors in adopting AVs as a source of transportation
on modern day roads. Diferent types and scenarios of
manoeuvring are discussed in literature. 4–10% of collisions
have been recorded annually among vehicles on the road due
to wrong tactical level operations, including joining or
leaving the highway operation [8, 9]. It is a challenging
manoeuvre that requires a series of careful actions to include
maintaining optimal speed while ensuring accident avoid-
ance and passenger comfort [10]. Te author of [11] pro-
posed fuzzy longitudinal control for manoeuvring AVs with
safety. Furthermore, in [12, 13], a fuzzy logic controller is
designed that takes an input from a camera and GPS to
detect speed and distance between two vehicles. A sliding
mode controller is suggested and implemented in [14] to the
control lateral motion of vehicles before and after
manoeuvring to avoid collisions. Relative position of vehi-
cles and driving behaviour analysis based on fuzzy inference
systems combined with a pre-established decision system
based on the Q-system are suggested in [15]. Te problem
with the above discussed techniques is that they only work
better for a limited scenario and in specifc road conditions.
Model predictive control (MPC) is adopted in [16] for
manoeuvring to systematically handle stability limits, states,
and entry restrictions. Te behaviour of the controller
changes with the variation in the scenario so the nonlinear
behaviour of the MPC limits its implementation. In [17, 18],
the author uses MPC with the sigmoid function for
manoeuvring to avoid collisions. Te author in [19] also
proposed an MPC based on the probability of conficts and
the presence of unavoidable obstacles through the involved
coordinates. A very important factor that should be con-
sidered during manoeuvring is timely communication be-
tween the vehicles. Terefore, in [20] CARRS-Q (the

advanced driving simulator-2011) is utilized for commu-
nication purposes. It also aided in connecting environmental
conditions to the vehicles. In [21], the author analysed the
driving behaviour along with environmental efects during
the discretionary lane changing (DLC) manoeuvre. While in
[22], a manoeuvring technique based on only communi-
cation between the vehicles is proposed and is implemented
using a fuzzy control system, but it caters to only limited
scenarios. In [23], the author used RGB-D data captured
using Kinect devices in simulated trafc scenes. In this
method, objects are tracked and detected using robust 3D
tracking algorithms. Te behaviour of the detected vehicle is
analysed for diferent scenarios during manoeuvring. Tis
technique is practiced in two-lanes only. An efcient and
intelligent system based on a vision-based algorithm is
proposed in [24]. A camera is required for each vehicle,
which makes this system less feasible. A heuristic algorithm
is proposed in [25] for speed planning on a two-lane road
considering the approach time, vehicle’s width, lane width,
length ahead, and environment conditions. Te quadratic
optimization model is also implemented by the same author.
A linearly parameter-varying approach is suggested in [26],
but it requires reference manoeuvring parameters, which
limits its implementation feasibility. A hierarchal scheme is
also proposed in [26], which assists the driver. It uses the
speed and acceleration signals of the surrounding vehicles
and uses them for clustering to achieve the maximum
probability density function. In [27], the author proposed
manoeuvring technique based on variation in speed. Tis
technique is simulated on Prescan and inMATLAB. A rough
set theory-based approach is proposed in [28], but it works
better only for two vehicles and two-lanes only.

An incremental search algorithm is proposed in [29] to
ensure the shortest merging path. Te author in [30] sug-
gests a sampling-based trajectory planning technique for the
same purpose. Manoeuvring trajectories are generated using
the potential feld method by compromising emergency
situations in [31, 32]. Tis proposed technique is very much
complex and requires a lot of computational power. A deep
learning model is implemented in [33] for safe and secure
manoeuvring, but a huge dataset is required for testing and
training of the proposed model. Trajectory optimization for
a safe path is proposed in [34]. It reduces intrusion onto the
adjacent lane. Tis proposed technique is not implemented
further due to its slow processing nature. 3010 vehicles are
analysed in China, and it has been recorded that manual
vehicles are comparatively fast in overtaking than electric
vehicles [35]. Manoeuvring trajectory is divided into mul-
tiple short time trajectories to manipulate a safe path by [36].
But this technique becomes complex for the three-lane road.
Diferent techniques are implemented for safe and quick
manoeuvres, while very few discuss diferent possible sce-
narios. In [37] AVs manoeuvring is taken as an optimization
problem, and Pontryagin’s minimum principle is used to
reduce the fuel consumption by 18% during the manoeu-
vring period. However, the constraints of the said scenario
do not ft every vehicle and high-density trafc.

Te contribution of this research work is to propose a
navigational approach using rendezvous guidance (RG) for
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the merging and leaving of the highway/convey of a vehicle
coming down from the ramp to the highway. A modifed
form of the RG method is also implemented on the same
problem. Te operations are complex because of the need to
pay attention to vehicles in two diferent lanes. Another
additional scenario of leaving from center lane and joining
sideways through the ramp is also solved using the same
technique. Comparative analysis is also performed among
the RG technique and its modifed form. Te proposed
technique is also validated through experiments.

Te major contributions of our research work are as
follows:

(1) Devising a merging and leaving the highway
manoeuvring technique for vehicles coming through
a ramp and a joining busy highway using the RG
technique and its modifed form

(2) Devising a merging scenario in the presence of
blocking vehicles

(3) Devising a scenario for leaving from center lane and
joining sideways through the ramp

(4) Comparative analysis is performed to validate the
efectiveness of the proposed approach

Te proposed technique (modifed RG) yields less lane
change and merging time in comparison with the RG
technique. In addition, the decisions in these complex
merging scenarios have always been made considering the
safety and comfort of the chasing vehicle user.

3. Mathematical Modelling and
Problem Formulation

As discussed earlier, the main objective of this research is to
propose and implement the merging and leaving the highway
technique, which ensures safety and comfort to the vehicle
and driver. A comfortable ride is reliant upon the values of
lateral and angular acceleration, which should not exceed
1.25m/s2 and 5m/s2, respectively. At least a time interval of 2
seconds is required for a safe distance between vehicles to
realize collision-free braking operation [38–40]. Numerical
values of braking distance and ride comfort are integrated as
constraints in a proposed mathematical model. Te proposed
model will ensure safe and time-efcient lane changing.

Te understanding of some terminologies is required to
grasp the details of a mathematical model. Te chasing ve-
hicle is labelled as C, the leading vehicle is labelled as L, and
the blocking vehicle (if any) in driving lane is labelled as OB.
To ensure successful merging, the velocity of C must be
greater than L.Te velocities ofC and L are given by vc and vl.
In case, if OB is present in driving lane then Cmust adjust its
velocity. Once OB clears driving lane, then C can proceed
ahead for performing merging to highway. In this study, the
time-efcient operations are performed using the rendezvous
guidance (RG) technique and it is elaborated under Section
3.1. Although, with the proposed methodology, vehicle can
even accelerate more, the cutof is the speed limit on the road
which is taken as 100Km/hr, the highway limit. However, if
the speed limit is increased, time may be further reduced.

3.1. Rendezvous Guidance Technique. Te RG technique was
initially designed for rendezvous missions having asteroids
and space stations [19, 20], but its results are also promising
in the domain of nonmanoeuvring target interception. Te
use of RG for AVs is restricted by the limitation i.e., RG is
designed to match velocity with the target, but in the case of
AVs, there is no target; hence, a virtual/shadow target is
needed, which will guide C through all phases of
manoeuvring with safety and comfort. Te locations of the
shadow target will be determined as per the location ofC and
OB. Te RG technique mentioned in [41–45] laid stress on
gathering relevant information of C, L, and OB which is used
for generating acceleration command for C. Te acceleration
command is determined via velocity matching of C with
shadow targets considering user comfort and chasing vehicle
dynamics.

3.2. Rendezvous Guidance Law-Based Trajectory. Consider a
two-dimensional environment involving C and a shadow
target having velocities of vc and vt, respectively. Te
imaginary line that connects C and shadow target is referred
to as line-of-sight (LOS). Te angle between LOS and x-axis
is given in (1) which is also displayed in Figure 1. h is the
distance between C and shadow target in a lateral direction
while l is the distance between the two in an axial direction.
Te length of LOS is given as “r” and parallel navigation law
states that direction LOS should be constant with respect to
the nonrotating frame as C approaches the shadow target.
Equations (2) and (3) represent the parallel navigation law
mathematically.

λ � tan− 1h

l
, (1)

r × _r � 0, (2)

r · _r< 0. (3)

Te combination of (2) and (3) ensures that r and _r

remains collinear and C shall not recede from the target. If
we solve (2) and (3) in a parametric form, then the resulting
expression would be (4). a is a positive real number in (4).
Te instantaneous velocity can be written in terms of the
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Figure 1: Construction of the rendezvous line (RL).
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diference between the velocities of shadow target andC as in
(5). Te substitution of (4) in (5) will yield mathematical
expression (6).

_r � −ar, (4)

_r � vt − vc, (5)

vc � vt + ar. (6)

Te time-efcient chaser velocity command is obtained by
substitution of r in (6) which results in a locus of vector vc that
lies on a semiline parameterized by a. Tis semiline is known
as the rendezvous line also given in Figure 1.Te endpoints of
the vector vc and vt in Figure 1 demonstrate the positions of C
and the shadow target after a unit time period, respectively. If
C consistently follows the velocity command on RL, then the
direction of LOS will always be constant, which ensures
positional matching of C and the shadow target.

Te next challenge is determining the value of α for
realization of velocity matching. An early attempt at velocity
matchingmay unnecessarily increase interception time so an
efcient approach is to frst determine the maximum al-
lowable closing velocity without violating the velocity
matching condition.

We assume that from the current instance until the re-
alization of interception within a certain tolerance, C is only
instructed by velocity commands that entirely lie on RL. Tis
enables us to tackle the interception problems that are only
focused in the LOS direction.We assume the acceleration ofC
in a particular direction to be given as A. Te simultaneous
reduction in velocity and position diference within LOS
direction can be expressed as (7).Temaximummagnitude of
permissible closing velocity is indicated by _rrendmax and tr is time
remaining from the current instant to the intercept. After
solving (7), the expression of the maximum permissible ve-
locity is given in (8).Temaximum closing velocity as per the
frequency of the velocity command for fast asymptotic in-
terception is given in (9). Finally, the value of the permissible
closing velocity component for velocity command is given by
solving (8) and (9) which yields an expression (10).

_r
rend
max − Atr � 0,

r − _r
rend
max tr +

1
2

At
2
r � 0,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

_r
rend
max �

����
2rA

√
, (8)

_r
cr
max �

r

n · Δt
, (9)

v
rel
max � min〈 _rrendmax , _r

cr
max〉. (10)

Te extreme points of velocity command vectors on RL

having smaller closing velocity component in comparison
with vrelmax making a line segment from vc � vt to
vc � vc,max(� vt + vrelmax(r/‖r‖)) are known as the rendezvous
set (RS), which is also indicated by a red line in Figure 2.

Sometimes velocity vrelmax cannot be achieved by C within
Δt considering driver comfort and safety so a feasible region
for range of velocities needs to be determined; see Figure 3.
Tis region is determined by adding restrictions on the value
of lateral acceleration of C. Te maximum value for lateral
acceleration of C can be determined by

aYmax �
v
2
p

Kh
2sin2ϑ 1 +

cos ϑ
���������
K

2
− sin2ϑ

 , (11)

where aYmax is maximum lateral acceleration, K � vp/vs, h is
the width of the lane, and ϑ is the maximum turning angle of
chaser vehicle.

3.3. Modifed Rendezvous Guidance Algorithm. Te RG al-
gorithm limits manoeuvrability due to unpredictability;
however, movements on highways are predictable, and so it
is possible to increase the velocity of C to decrease merging
time while remaining within comfort and lateral acceleration
constraints. Tis predictability ofers us the opportunity to
introduce another line, the velocity line (VL), which orig-
inates from the initial point of RL having an angle of ϑwith x

-axis indicated as the purple line in Figure 4. Utilization of
VL instead of RL ensures enhanced efciency inmerging and
lane changing. If C follows VL instead of RL, the efciency
increases.
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Figure 2: Construction of rendezvous set (RS).
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4. Simulations Results and Comparison

Te simulations of the proposed algorithm are conducted on a
scenario of C joining the highway from the ramp. It is as-
sumed that prior knowledge of all the vehicles in the
workspace, including their size, location, and orientation, has
been acquired in the real time through sensors installed on the
autonomous vehicle. Tis information is used to estimate
vehicles’ trajectories and predict their future locations. Also,
the simulation results show just the trajectory as a point mass;
however, during simulations, the length and width of the
vehicle is taken as 15 feet and 6 feet, respectively, and the
width of the lane is taken as 10 feet. Te distances given are
from the back of the leading vehicle to the front of the chasing
vehicle.We consider the velocity ofC to be vc on the ramp and
the speed limit while joining the highway is defned as vMax.
Te joining of highway is conducted in two diferent stages.
Te frst stage involvesCmoving straight on a ramp and waits
for the creation of a gap between vehicles on the highway.
Stage 2 will come into efect once the gap is created between
highway vehicles and C can safely change its lane from ramp
to highway. As C enters a ramp, a static shadow target is
formed at the end of ramp having vt � 0 which marks the end
of stage 1. Once the gap between highway vehicles is created,
stage 2 begins with the formation of a static shadow target “S”
being 3 s ahead of C having a velocity of vAvg (the arithmetic
average of vc at a particular instant and vMax) which is updated
after very instance A. Additionally, when Cleaves the center
lane, it searches for gap in right or left driving lane, this is the
manoeuvring stage 1, once AV fnds the gap, it changes lanes
and after 2 seconds of distance AV joins sideways through the
ramp. Te details of stage 1 and stage 2 are given in Figures 5
and 6. Te simulations are performed in a visual basic
environment.

4.1. Joining a Highway from Ramp without Obstacle Vehicle.
If there is no other vehicle present on the highway, which
restricts C from joining the highway, then, as soon as C is on
the ramp and is parallel to the highway, stage 2 starts, and C
joins the highway by receiving the velocity and direction
commands from the modifed RG method. In this scenario,
i.e., the maximum velocity C can achieve is the speed limit
for that highway.

For this scenario, the velocity of C once it joins the ramp
and is parallel to the highway is assumed to be 20m/s and the
speed limit for the highway, is defned as 30m/s. At the start
of stage 2, the average velocity,� 25m/s. S is created 3 s
before the current C’s location. C gets the velocity and di-
rection commands from the modifed RG method to ren-
dezvous with S. Te simulation plots for path and velocity of
C for this case are given in Figure 7.

4.2. Joining a Highway from Ramp with Obstacle Vehicle.
If an obstacle vehicle is present on the highway, it makes it
unsafe for C to join the highway due to less gap between C
and OP, then C must wait for OP to move ahead until the
distance between them increases by 3 s. In this scenario, C
remains in stage 1 until a gap of 3 s is created.While in stage
1, S is created at the end of the ramp with a velocity of 0.
Hence, C starts decelerating to match the velocity and
location of S in Phase 1. However, as soon as the gap
between the vehicles is more than 3 s, stage 2 starts, and C
starts the lane changing manoeuver. In contrast to the frst
scenario, the maximum velocity would be
vMax � min 〈vLimit,vop〉.

For this scenario, the velocity of C, once it joins the ramp
and is parallel to the highway is assumed to be 20m/s, the
speed limit for the highway vLimit, is defned as 30m/s, and the
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Figure 4: Construction of the velocity line.
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obstacle vehicle’s velocity on the highway is taken as 25m/s.
In this case, vop < vLimit, vMax � vop. Te simulation plots for
path and velocity of C for this scenario are given in Figure 8.

4.3. Joining a Sideway from Highway through Ramp with
Obstacle Vehicle. In this scenario, C is initially on the center
lane of the highway and wants to join the ramp, which is
parallel to the highway; its initial velocity is assumed to be
20m/s and speed limit vLimit of the highway is taken as 30m/s.
C will change lanes frst by fnding the gap in the driving lane.
However,C must wait in the center lane until the distance gets
3 s in the driving lane. Once itC changes lanes, then next stage
is joining sideways through the ramp, which is simple. In this
scenario, the speed limit changes, as the minimum speed
between the frst lane vehicle OB which is vOB, and vLimit is
picked up for maximum permissible velocity of C. It is

assumed that OB is moving at 25m/s; thus, vOB < vLimit and
vMax � vOB. Terefore, C can have the maximum velocity of
25m/s for safe lane changing.

4.4. Comparison of Conventional and Modifed RG Method.
Te simulations are performed for all three cases using the
conventional RG method and its modifed form. Two dif-
ferent parameters are considered for comparisons which are
total time taken and distance covered for lane changing from
ramp to passing lane on a highway. Te results of both
methods are given in Table 1. Te time taken for lane
changes is 13.4% less for the modifed RG method in
comparison with the conventional RG method. Similarly,
the distance covered while lane changing is 15.4% less in the
modifed method when compared to the conventional RG
method.

Distance: 3 s

C: vc

S: vAve

Static

Figure 6: Stage 2.
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Figure 7: Joining highway without obstacle vehicle (plots for path and velocity of C).
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Figure 8: Joining highway with obstacle vehicle (plots for path and velocity of C).
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5. Experimental Setup and Results

5.1. Experimental Setup. Te experiments were conducted
with the intention of performing a comparative analysis of
the modifed and conventional RG methods. Tese exper-
iments are performed on diferential drive robots. Experi-
mental results exhibit a similar trend as simulation results.

Te image of the workspace is captured and processed to
collect relevant information about all objects in the work-
space. Te image acquisition and processing module of
software is used for collecting workspace object information.
Te extracted information is used for the calculation of the
command that needs to be sent to chasing robot. Software
used in experimental trials comprises of three main modules
which are image acquisition and processing, communication
modules, and trajectory planning. Te frst stage involves
capturing workspace images through a CCD camera. Te
second stage extracts positional information through a vi-
sion algorithm. Finally, the third stage sends the extracted
information to the trajectory planner for determining the
acceleration command of the chasing robot.

Although three levels of autonomy exist in AVs (fully
autonomous, semiautonomous, and driver-assisted), but for
hardware validation, we have not considered the role of the
driver because proposed technique is experimentally
implemented using robots. We have considered merging
and leaving the highway only, while AV has many other
operations too.

Te detailed process fow diagram is shown in Figure 9.
Physical layout of the experimental setup is shown in Fig-
ure 10. Te workspace of searching lane markers is shown in
Figure 11 and robotic vehicles along with colored markers
are shown in Figure 12.

5.1.1. Vision System

(1) Hardware. Te vision system consists of a CCD camera
that comes along with a wide-angle lens and frame capturer
Matrox Meteor-II. Te camera used in the experiment has a
color output that is standard composite and has 640× 480
pixels’ resolution. CCD cameras have 30 frames per second
(fps) refresh rate. Te feld of view (FOV) is
3200mm× 2400mm. Te calibration model for a camera is
used to convert a coordinate image to a world transfor-
mation. Te of-line technique used in [46], which is non-
coplanar is used in our overhead camera.

(2) Software. Te color coding of the obstacle vehicle and
pursuer vehicle was done for the purpose of identifcation.
Te raw images incorporate the data of three diferent colors
with various intensities that correspond to three diferent
channels. Tese three colors are red (R), green (G), and blue

(B). 8 bits of information can be added to a single channel.
Terefore, a total of 24 bits of information can be added to
one pixel, which corresponds to 16 million color possibil-
ities. However, only three colors are utilized by identifcation
markers. Tus, 24 bits based information must be catego-
rized within these three colors or the fourth category could
be noncolor through the thresholding process.

Te work foor is thoroughly searched for identifcation
of vehicle markers. Te sampling is performed as per
markers identifed to have a minimal search period. Te
smallest maker’s dimensions are utilized for defning the
minimum sampling rate. If, a pixel that is sampled contains
color from a predefned set, then, a search frame is em-
bedded onto the pixel. Te search frame’s size is reliant
upon the color of interest, but at least it has twice the
marker’s diameter. Te particular size of the search frame
guarantees that irrespective of orientation, the marker shall
remain within the frame. Te examination of each pixel
that lies within the search frame is conducted. If a par-
ticular color pixel’s strength surpasses the threshold value,
then that color’s marker is considered to be situated in the
vicinity of the search frame. Te particular operation is
performed for the entire foor of a workspace to identify all
color markers. Once the makers are identifed, the process
of object identifcation begins.Te color-codedmarkers are
utilized for identifcation of P, OD, and OP. Te vision
program begins to search for colored circle markers Te
diference in color in the circular marker pattern helps in
the identifcation of vehicles among P, OD, and OP. If P gets
identifed, then, it is represented by blue color. OD gets
identifed with a red circle and OP gets recognized with a
yellow circle.

5.1.2. Robotic Vehicles. Tree similar robotic vehicles are
used for the experiment; all the robots are MIABOT pro
robots. Tese robots possess a diferential driving system
and are autonomous, which alleviates their compactness
and implementation. Te unloaded motor can achieve a
maximum speed between 6000–8000 rpm. Te wheels of
robots are driven through 8 :1 gearing via motor shafts. Te
quadrature encoders are added within the motors which
provide 512 positional pulses against each rotation. As the
diameter of the wheels is 52mm so a single pulse of the
encoder corresponds to 0.4mm of movement. Te orien-
tation and position of a vehicle are then determined by
marking the top plates with a colored pattern. Tis par-
ticular information is then provided to a vision system. Te
communication system comprises of a Bluetooth module
which is responsible for a frequency hopping communi-
cation protocol at a frequency of 2.4 GHz. Te incorpo-
ration of Bluetooth card in robots enables the host PC to
interact with the vehicle. Te communication between

Table 1: Comparisons of modifed and conventional RG algorithm simulation results.

Parameters Modifed RG methods Conventional RG methods
Total time (s) 8.75 10.1
Distance travelled (m) 190 225
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them occurs via the conversion of Bluetooth link to logic-
level serial signals that are connected to the main board
processor.

5.2. Experiment Results. For the experiments, the initial
velocity of C is taken to be 10mm/s. Two cases of ramp
merging are evaluated. Te frst case of ramp is like case 1
because of nonpresence of obstacle, while in the second case
of rampmerging consists of obstacle vehicle. Decision taking
by the chaser vehicle is comparatively easy in the frst case of
ramp merging than the second. Since the second case faces
an obstacle vehicle having nonuniform velocity. While in the
additional scenario, where Cwants to join sideways from the
center lane of the highway through a ramp, the frst stage is
the same as reverse overtaking manoeuvring in the presence
of an obstacle as presented in [3].

Experiments were conducted using the proposed
modifed RG technique and original RG technique. In the
case, when an obstacle vehicle is present in the merging lane,

C takes the velocity of the obstacle into the account. Te
decision in this scenario is dependent upon the distance and
speed of the obstacle vehicles. Since an obstacle vehicle
moves with nonuniform velocity so C merges with non-
uniform speed.

Critically analyzing experimental results, the following
results are concluded:

(1) Adopting modifed RG techniques, vehicles travel
less distance. In millimeter scale, a vehicle relocates
itself after travelling 90mm.

(2) When it adopts simple RG techniques, it travels
96mm distance to relocate itself after merging.

(3) Modifed RG results in less time when compared to
simple RG. In the merging case, modifed RG arrives
1.5 seconds earlier than simple RG.

Simulation results are approximately justifed with
96% accuracy. Te experimental plots of both scenarios
for path and velocity of P are given in Figures 13(a)–
13(d).
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6. Conclusions

Tis research work presents a time-efcient guidance-based
algorithm for navigating the AVs during merging and
leaving the highway to travel sideways from the highway
through a circular ramp. Two scenarios are presented
(merging onto a highway and leaving a highway). In both
cases, further permutation includes the presence or absence
of any other vehicle in the workspace. Te simulation results

demonstrate that, in the case of the presence of an obstacle
vehicle on the highway, the presented approach dem-
onstrates adaptability in ensuring that an optimal gap of
3 s is ensured between the chasing and obstacle vehicles
for smooth lane changing. In addition, the shadow target
at the end of the ramp will enable the chasing vehicle to
gradually lower its speed as it approaches the shadow
target to avoid collision. Although the modifed RG al-
gorithm ensures user comfort and safety, but still future
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work needs to be done upon lane changing considering
multiple vehicles entering from ramp to the highway.
Also, since a lot of electronics and IC’s are utilized in the
hardware of autonomous vehicle and imperfections in
these due to the nonlinearity of the model could afect the
efcacy of the system. Hence, the efects of these need to be
studied as a new research subject based on imperfect
systems [47].

Abbreviations

RG: Rendezvous guidance
MPC: Model predictive control
S: Shadow target
L: Leading vehicle
C: Chasing vehicle
OB: Blocking vehicle
RL: Rendezvous line
VL: Velocity line
vc: Velocity of C
vl: Velocity of L

vt: Velocity of shadow target
LOS: Line-of-sight
λ: LOS angle with fxed reference (X-axis)
h: Distance between chasing vehicle and shadow target

in a lateral direction
r: Length of LOS
_r: Relative velocity
tr: Remaining time-to-intercept from current instant
_rcr
max: Maximum closing velocity for fast asymptotic

interception
vrelmax: Final value of allowable closing velocity component
RS: Rendezvous set
Δt: Time interval
aYmax: Maximum lateral acceleration
h: Width of lane
ϑ: Maximum turning angle of chasing vehicle
δ: Current heading angle of chasing vehicle
FVR: Feasible velocity region
vRG: Desired velocity of chasing vehicle in upcoming

instant by modifed RG method
aRG: Desired acceleration of chasing vehicle in upcoming

instant by modifed RG method
NFVR: New feasible velocity region
l: Distance between chasing vehicle and shadow target

in an axial direction
A: Acceleration of chaser vehicle
_rrendmax : Maximum magnitude of closing velocity.
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